Consumer Transactions, Professor Silber

First Course Assignment

Welcome to the class in Consumer Transactions.

1. **Enrollment:** Please enroll as a student on the class website (https://webcourses.lexisnexis.com). The class is: commercial law 0879: Consumer Transactions Spring 2017; and -- this is very important-- mail a test message to yourself using the communications button to make sure you are enrolled. Configure your options to receive notifications and subscribe to posts. Read the Course Information posted on the site.

3. **Books:** Please purchase a copy of the text for the course, which is Spanogle, Rohner, Pridgen and Sovern, eds., CONSUMER LAW (4TH Ed.), and also the book of Statutes and Regulations edited by Pridgen, which accompanies it.

4. **Reading:** at least the first section of Chapter 1, Regulation of Voluntary Disclosure.

5. **Responsibility:** Be prepared to answer the odd numbered problems in the readings if your last name ends in A-M; and even numbered answers to problems if your last name ends in N-Z.

6. **Are you intending to take this class for writing credit?** Read the information related to this option located on the website. If you are taking the class for writing credit and have a general idea of what you wish to write about, please send me a description of your idea.

I look forward to meeting with all of you and hope that you will find the class interesting and useful.

Best wishes

Prof. Silber